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About This Software

Make 2D tilesets for your games in seconds.
Save development time and money by getting forty-eight tiles for the effort of making three with added bonus features such as

dynamic lighting, corner blending modes and more.

Main features

Automatic tileset generation (48 tiles) from just three input tiles

In app pixel editor for pixel-art tiles with realtime tileset preview

Six different corner blending modes

Normal maps generation for dynamic lighting

Automatic corner mask generation

Slope generation for the complete tileset

Normal map generation for dynamic lighting

Any tile size supported
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Transparency depth adjustment for surface details (e.g. grass, rocks...)

Full tileset exporting for use in your games (GameMaker, Unity, Construct 2 or any other IDE)

Manual rendering mode, project importing/exporting, dynamic color palletes and more

Get AutoTileGen and start making tiles for your games in no time!
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In this game the idea is to explore the map and do different things to go back to the moon. You cannot die so I felt pretty
relaxed when playing it.

Ambience is good, both the graphics and the music are really well done.
Platforming is solid, and the character handles really well. The difficulty is fair, normal at the start and pretty difficult at the
end.

About the bad, the game is not really that hard to learn, but the tutorial/introduction is really bare bones and lacking.
The most basic things they don't explain are:
- "Your objective is to go back to the moon" Yes, this is dumb but the game never tells you, so, if you don't know the game, you
have to go to the forums or figure out by pure chance.
- "The interaction button is [up]" Also pretty dumb you don't get an explanation of the controls. I wasted a ton of time runnning
around seeing if I had missed anything until I found out pressing up in certain places made "stuff happen".

A better introduction would have made this game even better, that's all. I really recommend it anyway, and if you read this till
the end, you already know what the tutorial doesn't teach you, so you are ready... :D:. Controls are a little funky, and when
playing the shaman and using the speed boost spell, you can barely run properly. This game feels to me like an unfinished
product. And even though I bought it on sale it felt like a waste of money sadly... Story and graphics are really nice but the
combat is TERRIBLE. The morale means very little in the end. Its worth a play though.. I am sorry, I can't recommend this, due
to my (very) short playtime.
My playtime is important here, as I only "Played" this for ~3 minutes, staring at a menu that reminds me of LSD PSAs, before
my monitor lost the signal to the PC.

This was only fixed after powering down both my monitor and PC, then power cycling the PC.
Maybe this is an incompatibility with my card, but due to my experience with this game I wouldn't really tell anyone to play it.

My GPU (if that helps): GTX1050TI SSC by EVGA.

P.S. On a sudden hitch I tried to set the game to run in anything else than fullscreen, that fixed the weird flickering. Still. I don't
think the menu should give a seizure and make the game unplayable unless you get to the graphics option with a weird tickrate
and without cursor, before your GPU decides to turn this off.. pretty much Luftrausers, but without gravity, slower and with
upgrades you earn via combos
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This small little "Capture the flag with hover tanks"-game is real fun!
Nice graphic, good arenas, a level-up-system with new weapons and tank improvements. For practice and offline play it also
includes bots.

For a small price this game is good to fill small time gaps.
Just try the demo.
. The the Dash8-c is a good locomotive that Union Pacfic, CSX, and Norfolk Southern still use some of these engines in service.
Its great for long distance trains or local trains. This is just so cute, pretty and so much fun! For everyone who loves a nice
action\/puzzle game this is your dream ^^. best skin 10\/10 would see ted almost naked again :P. Preposterously complex, and
really good at easing you in. Has a very pleasing aesthetic, and a lot of ways to play. Remember to turn character emboss and
restart to get better framerates.. Awesome, I love Frontlines.. IMPORTANT NOTE: To anyone who is skeptical of my review
because my playtime for the Steam version of this game is only 0.1 hours: I already finished the game before it came to Steam. I
bought it on ShinyLoot: http://www.shinyloot.com/quick-slick-deadly?ref=99e684a0aef2f81a6dd6a3ca5c125cb2 You can find
this exact review of mine there as well, which is from June 16th 2015. Also, as you can see on that page, the game was already
released on ShinyLoot in July 2013.

----------

Please don't let this game slide under your radar, simply because the graphics may not catch your attention! Considering this
game has been made by only 2 people whereby 1 of them did most of the graphics and the other 1 did everything else, I've been
pretty impressed by it! This game is absolutely not your typical SHMUP! The 3 different classes play WIDELY different and
the focus is definitely not entirely on blowing things up. Blowing things up is part of it, but there's a lot more you have to pay
attention to to get good at this game.

There are some interesting environmental hazards that not only add more character to the level design, but at some points, you
can actually use them to your advantage to destroy your enemies.

Then there are the boost rings, which fill up your boost meter and enable you to increase the scrolling speed of the camera. I've
never seen such a mechanic in another SHMUP before and it adds so much depth! You can either focus entirely on
speedrunning, or you could go for a high score. Although your time does influence your score, going just for speed requires a
very different approach than going for points. It's very impressive that even though there aren't many levels, the game is highly
versatile, because of all the different methods you could play a mission. Additionally, the score system is very deep and some
aspects of it differ between the 3 playable classes, which adds even more character to each of them.

The way QSD handles difficulty is also worth mentioning. Overall, this game is not easy and this may put off some people.
However, there are a few things that might help them have a not as much rough time. First of all, there is no lives-system. If you
die, you simply return to the game right where you lost and the game continues normally. You do lose score points, which may
prevent you from reaching the mission goal, which is always about reaching a specific score (except in the tutorials); but
nevertheless, you get to continue until the end of the mission and thus see a bit more of it, instead of getting kicked out of the
level every time you die. Second, you can pause and unpause the game by pressing literally ANY key other than the ones already
assigned to an action. This makes pausing extremely easy, which can help you to "breathe" whenever you need to. Pressing ESC
while the game is paused takes you right back to the mission selection screen, so you can quickly restart a mission if you so
desire. Lastly, the score requirements for finishing each mission are high enough to be some challenge, but not punishing by any
means. You get ranked for your score and you accomplish a mission by getting at least rank C (except for the final mission
where you must get rank B). I've never managed to get rank A, which seems to be extremely difficult, but rank C can easily be
received with a little practice and rank B is also achievable.

Having said all this, I must also give you some warnings. QSD is full of game mechanics and the mechanics are explained via
some not too long texts at the beginning of each mission. Reading these texts carefully is absolutely essential! If you don't pay
attention to these texts, you won't learn the game and easily get frustrated! It kind of reminds me of learning a board game, but
the amount of text you have to read is really not much. But again, it's very, very important! If you have difficulties with a
mission, make sure to check out the texts at earlier missions, in case you may have overlooked a key mechanic that can help you
progress. An example is that the game clearly states that your time influences your score. A friend of mine once complained
about the game being too hard, because reaching rank C would already require almost perfect play. What he was doing wrong
was he never used the boosting ability, forgetting that a better completion time would boost his score, so he could allow himself
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some mistakes on the way. This was already explained via the text of an earlier mission, but he didn't remember.

Finally, you must be aware that the tutorial missions must be completed before you can get to the score-based missions. These
tutorial missions each require a different goal to complete and a few of them are a bit tricky. Such a thing may confuse some
players and there's no denying this game isn't perfect; but at the end of the day, there's a lot to this game that's not apparent at
first glance and it has no doubt left me impressed. QSD is by all means a fun, addicting, and absolutely unique game, if you're
willing to pay attention! Oh, and it's really cheap too!

Pros: + The three classes are WIDELY different! + Score system and boosting ability add even more versatility! + Replay value
is immense! + HIGHLY addicting, once you get the hang of things! + Very cheap!

Cons: CAUTION: You MUST pay attention to the texts! - There aren't many levels (but replay value makes up for it). - Tutorial
missions are not ideal (but it's worth to press on).. Ehh? Fun if you like soccer. Not fun if you get a team that WON'T PASS
THE BALLAMSklndhnabskjhbuklj!!
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